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By Sherman, David

Del Rey, 2004. Hardcover. Condition: New. First Edition. 320 p. With its down and dirty depiction of
wrfare written by men who know what its like to be under fire, the Starfist saga is a runaway
success across America. Now, in the explosive new Starfist adventure, packed with fierce action and
danger, Marines at war in future space find themselves pitted against a faceless, insatiable foe bent
on destroying them. And thats just for starters. How bad is the upcoming mission facing the battle-
hardened Marines of 34th Fleet Initial Strike Team (FIST), the military's unofficial alien first-contact
force? Bad enough to make the brass take the unprecedented step of issuing 34th FIST
replacements for combat losses before the Marines even leave their home base. In response to a
series of unexplained deaths on a lonely outpost on the frontiers of human space, 34th FIST has
been dispatched to investigate and eradicate the problem. Beyond that, the information available
to Gunnery Sergeant Charlie Bass and his men is meager even by Marine standards. No one knows
what a waits them, for the newly colonized world remains largely unexplored. That means 34th FIST
can expect creatures they have never seen, or even...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of ebook is every little thing and made me looking ahead of time and more. It is among the most amazing book i actually have read through. Its
been designed in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is simply soon a er i finished reading through this pdf in which actually transformed me, change
the way i believe.
-- Dr . Ron K ova cek-- Dr . Ron K ova cek

Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. Sure, it really is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I discovered this publication from my dad
and i suggested this ebook to learn.
-- Ms. Isobel Rosenba um  I-- Ms. Isobel Rosenba um  I
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